SuSy - efiport’s
Submission System
Writing a thesis is a critical milestone in completing a
degree.

The thesis writing process has always been highly

…but it doesn’t have to be!

administrative – involving emails, calls, organisation,

What if you had an intuitive-to-use online system that

and negotiation for students, professors, and study

streamlined the experience and empowered staff, faculty,

advisors. This last hurdle before graduation can be

and students to actively engage with the thesis process?

painful…

What is SuSy?
SuSy is a thesis Submission System that enables everyone to complete the entire thesis process
online. SuSy helps users track deadlines, manage data, share information, and reduce
administrative effort. What’s more, it offers the insight and data you need for quality management and
accreditation.

Find a supervisor

Formally communicate &
provide feedback

Receive approval

Propose thesis projects

Evaluate theses

Upload final results

How students, faculty and staff benefit?

Faculty

Students

Staff



Browse through available thesis topics
or propose your own and find the right
supervisor faster with SuSy.



SuSy helps you keep track of your thesis
supervisions and upcoming deadlines.



SuSy digitises the entire process and
enables a clear workflow and formal
framework for managing theses.



You receive feedback and responses
from supervisors directly in the system.





This removes much of the manual
administration and allows you to monitor
everything in a single overview.



SuSy makes sure you always know
where you are in the process and when
deadlines are, so that you can focus on
preparing your thesis!

All paperwork around thesis proposals
and submissions is organised in one
place and you can communicate directly
with students from the system.





You get real time status updates about
new proposals coming in and always
have an overview of your ongoing
supervisions, upcoming deadlines, and
overall capacity.

You’re always up to date about the
current status of all projects, can contact
students to follow up on open points,
and can easily export results for
archiving or accreditation purposes.
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